
Ensemble Sospeso in Three Hours of Feldman
05/01/2012 by Stan

United States  Morton Feldman, For Christian Wolff: Amelia Lukas (flute), Nicholas
De Maison (piano, celesta), Issue Project Room. 8.12.2011 (DS)

This wasn’t the usual pre-performance talk amongst friends. We were gearing up to hear
Morton Feldman’s three-hour, no-intermission For Christian Wolff at Issue Project Room.
The buzz surrounded discussions of how to sit through it, would one sit through it, or if
one would freely come and go (as the performers had invited audience members to do).
A few announced their determination to remain seated for the duration, well-prepared
with comfortable clothes and a bottle of water. Others figured they’d see how it goes –
maybe heading to the cash bar midway or even taking a stroll outside to return,
refreshed.

After the audience – a full house – settled into the rugged performance space, a hush fell
over as Nicholas DeMaison (piano) and Amelia Lukas (flute) of Ensemble Sospeso took
their positions (wearing no shoes to facilitate comfort). Sometimes hardly moving, they
slowly transformed the mood with a focused silence, effecting an ideal transition from
external harried life to the Feldman’s structured timetable.

With daunting stacks of sheet music before them (there would certainly be no break for
the performers), the flute succinctly stated the first tone as the piano followed, tacking a
note onto its tail end. The pattern developed as an interchange between leader and
follower with each group of notes sounding through a diagram of brief rests, framing
each tonal overlap as an individual building block. For a massively unfolding
masterwork, For Christian Wolff has great delicacy.

Feldman always turns the listener’s focus to time. In this case, time is not only an element
internally inherent within the measures but makes a statement in its sheer length.
Listening, one is aware not only of the plays in time signature, tempo, and experiments of
rhythmic syncopation but also in a kind of stretching out of the body of music. After one
hour, which goes by surprisingly quickly, a sensation begins to develop of being in the
midst of hearing a fast piece spaced out slowly, leaving the daily matrix of calendar time
and entering the work’s reconfigured time world. By the third hour, it feels perfectly
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natural to be sitting in reverie, and after 180 minutes the issue is no longer how to keep
going – but how to stop.

Crucial to the success of For Christian Wolff is the stamina and long-term vision of the
performers. Lukas and DeMaison never once let up their focus or weakened in energy.
With their intricate understanding, they crystallized each detail yet maintained a steady
momentum; their sense of extended phrasing helped thread the parts together into an
organic whole. But the audience was also essential in realizing Feldman’s concept. At
Issue Project Room, individual listeners morphed into one concentrated listening
behemoth, with not a sound – barely a rustle – and scarcely a thought of leaving the
room.

Daniele Sahr

Daniele Sahr is a New York City-based writer and art historian.
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Rich contrasts: a Wigmore Hall evening of dazzling versatility by the Takács Quartet

Commanding Korngold and Bartók from James Ehnes in Vancouver

Pianist Daniel Ciobanu triumphs with the BBC NOW in Cardiff

Daniele Rustioni conducts Munich’s ‘clever’ new production of Aida

Sparky, polished presentation of Rossini’s second opera at the Royal Academy of Music

Aref Hakki on Simon Stone’s Rust Belt Lucia di Lammermoor at the Met shows Nadine Sierra is one for
the ages!

Mark on Wynton Marsalis’s trumpet concerto premieres in Cleveland

Sylvia on Nadiya & Kai’s Once Upon A Time is a must-see show of song, dance and romance

Anonymous on Exotic sounds from soprano Fatma Said and guitarist Rafael Aguirre at Carnegie Hall

Mark Jordan on Wynton Marsalis’s trumpet concerto premieres in Cleveland

Rich contrasts: a Wigmore Hall evening of dazzling versatility by the Takács Quartet (18/05/2023)
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Commanding Korngold and Bartók from James Ehnes in Vancouver (18/05/2023)

__________________________________
Pianist Daniel Ciobanu triumphs with the BBC NOW in Cardiff (18/05/2023)

__________________________________
Daniele Rustioni conducts Munich’s ‘clever’ new production of Aida (18/05/2023)

__________________________________
Sparky, polished presentation of Rossini’s second opera at the Royal Academy of Music

(17/05/2023) __________________________________
Pittsburgh Opera presents two contemporary works that dare to speak the truth (17/05/2023)

__________________________________
HGO’s production of Agrippina is a fine, collegial enterprise (16/05/2023)

__________________________________
The BBC SSO rewards another outing of the Scottish Symphony with a cracker performance

(14/05/2023) __________________________________
A grand yet intimate La traviata at Seattle Opera (13/05/2023) __________________________________
Nathalie Stutzmann leads a luxury cast in Ivo van Hove’s stark, powerful Met production of Don

Giovanni (12/05/2023) __________________________________
A Bach-tastic evening with the Tonhalle-Orchester Zürich (12/05/2023)

__________________________________
The Royal Philharmonic under Vasily Petrenko go psychedelic, with highly impressive results  

(12/05/2023) __________________________________
Kazuki Yamada conducts an ‘Organ’ Symphony of incandescent brilliance with the

Philharmonia (11/05/2023) __________________________________
Engrossing Wigmore Hall Winterreise from Simon Keenlyside and Malcolm Martineau

(09/05/2023) __________________________________
Wagnerian Nina Stemme in Berkeley with not-your-usual Lieder (09/05/2023)

__________________________________

INTERVIEWS, ARTICLES, NEWS, AND SEASON PREVIEWS

__________________________________
English National Opera in 2023-2024 (17/05/2023) __________________________________
English National Ballet’s Cinderella in-the-round returns to the Royal Albert Hall in June 2023

(12/05/2023) __________________________________
June 2023: Yannick Nézet-Séguin conducts The Met Orchestra in Paris, London, and Baden-

Baden (11/05/2023) __________________________________
Bampton Classical Opera in 2023 (11/05/2023) __________________________________
The Royal Opera House in 2023-2024 (26/04/2023) __________________________________
Nicola Benedetti’s announces her first Edinburgh International Festival programme (25/04/2023)

__________________________________
The London Philharmonic Orchestra in 2023-2024 (25/04/2023) __________________________________
General booking opens on 13 May for the 2023 BBC Proms (14 July to 9 September) (20/04/2023)

__________________________________

Regents Opera’s London performances of Die Walküre this May (17/05/2023)
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‘We are the Music Makers’: The Elgar Festival 2023 – 30 May to 4 June (19/04/2023)
__________________________________

Kaleidoscope: the London Festival of Baroque Music – 12 to 20 May 2023 (19/04/2023)
__________________________________

Update on the future of English National Opera 2023/24 and beyond (12/04/2023)
__________________________________

Berlin’s Staatsoper Unter den Linden in 2023-24 (08/04/2023) __________________________________
The Sixteenth English Music Festival – May 2023 (31/03/2023) __________________________________
The 295th Three Choirs Festival: Gloucester from 22 to 29 July 2023 (22/03/2023)

__________________________________
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